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	In today's competitive environment, the ability to handle business processes cost-

	effectively is critical. Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP (which, in this book, we'll

	refer to as SD) offers such a set of tools. As one of the most important and most

	often implemented SAP logistics functionalities, SD makes information more man-

	ageable and accessible.

	If you use SAP ERP for sales and distribution, this book is a must-have resource that uses a process-driven approach to teach you how to use key sales and distribution functions effectively in your daily processes. You'll learn how to perform transactions with fewer steps and less effort, and you'll discover how to troubleshoot minor problems and system issues. In addition to the core areas of sales and distribution, you'll find coverage of more advanced topics such as billing and reporting. And there are several appendices dedicated to quick-reference materials, such as lists of transaction codes and menu paths.
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Understanding Records: A Field Guide To Recording PracticeBloomsbury Reference, 2010

	Recording Practice is musical practice, a technical but artistic affair. Understanding Records explains the musical language of Recording Practice in a way that any interested reader can understand. Drawing on readily available hit records produced since 1945, each section of this book explains a handful of core production and engineering...
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Corporate Computer Security (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2012


	The IT security industry has seen dramatic changes in the past decades. Security

	breaches, data theft, cyber attacks, and information warfare are now common news

	stories in the mainstream media. IT security expertise that was traditionally the

	domain of a few experts in large organizations has now become a concern for almost...
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Harnessing Knowledge Dynamics: Principled Organizational Knowing & LearningIRM Press, 2005
Harnessing Knowledge Dynamics: Principled Organizational Knowing & Learning translates what is arcane and controversial today into managerial guidance that is sophisticated yet practical. It also complements the many existing management books on strategy, technology, knowledge and systems while...
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Recent Advances in Computer Science and Information Engineering: Volume 6 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2012

	CSIE 2011 is an international scientific Congress for distinguished scholars engaged in scientific, engineering and technological research, dedicated to build a platform for exploring and discussing the future of Computer Science and Information Engineering with existing and potential application scenarios. The congress has been held twice,...
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CSS for Print DesignersNew Riders Publishing, 2011

	Print designers work in images, shapes, and color: not code. The last thing many of them want to do is to translate their work into mono-spaced tags and numbers, divs and ids. But print designers can't ignore the web and producing a design for the web has become a common part of a complete graphics package. And,...
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CEH Certified Ethical Hacker Certification Exam Preparation Course in a Book for Passing the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker ExamEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
This self-study exam preparation guide for the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker certification exam contains everything you need to test yourself and pass the Exam. All Exam topics are covered and insider secrets, complete explanations of all CEH Certified Ethical Hacker subjects, test tricks and tips, numerous highly realistic sample questions, and...
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